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New Compact Size! Display your quarter collection in this educational Collector Map. Archival safe
board with openings for all 50 states plus all of the U.S. trust territories & D.C. Compact 10" x 11.25"
Folded, 20" x 11.25" Open. All materials are inert and safe for your coins.
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This video will not play on some devices.Great collectors map for kids. Well-made and designed.
Simple yet exactly what my kids needed.Highly recommended

It is a fine pice of art, a nice collector for the coins, they fit perfect and is has some information
related to each coin and the state.

I just completed my second set of state quarters. I placed all of the coins here and they fit really well
and look awesome. It has slots for all the states and its territories. There is a page that gives also
information on the States. This is very nicely made. I'm keeping my coin collection for my daughter
and I'm sure this will hold up for a very long time. The material looks very durable. I recommend this
to all avid coin collectors.

I got this for my 8 year old son who just finished collecting all the state quarters. It's a hard cover
book - so just to begin with it's impressive to look at and hold. It opens to a large US map with a

space for each quarter, color coded by release date - along with spaces for each US territory, which
we have enjoyed talking and learning about as a family. But the surprise was a thick 2 sided glossy
page inside, which is attached to the book. One side is sorted by release year and gives the specific
date for each state quarters release. The other side provides a short paragraph of interesting facts
on each state and territory. This turned out to be my sons favorite part. All in all this completely
exceeded our expectations and is great to take for show and tell!

Hold one quarter for each state and 6 extra for the territories for a total of 56 quarters. Good way for
a child to learn the states names and positions. Well made, the quarters easily click into the holes
and none have fallen out.

I have another larger Statehood Quarters map that I purchased while these were being issued. My
husband recently started collecting these quarters for an interested friend who is in Thailand. I was
very pleased when we received this "book". It not only displays them on a US map, as mine did, but
it's smaller, less bulky and easier to store - and in this case, mail. Very nice product!

Got this as a gift for my 7 year old son and he loves it!! It has a map so the kids learn geography
too. He liked it so much that we ended up getting him the National Park Quarters Map as well. They
list the upcoming releases by year too so he knows when to expect a new quarter to be released.
He looks at them all the time and carries them around all over. They have held up well to the
activity.

i chose this one after quite some comparison. i believe this is a worth buy. include slots for 50 states
plus another 6 slots for dc and territory. i would recommend this to my friends~
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